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Sew England Apiari f NALA APlarran New England Apiarian. 
Devoted Exclusively to Bee Culture. 

Vou... MECHANIC FALLS, ME., APRIL, 1883. No. 4. 
enter meen nn nnn ae tne am ant ae i ma 

TEE EF market, but I am fully satisfied it 

New England Apiarian will be a great disadvantage to the 

= sams ve see"} masses. <A continual change of impli- 

FUBLISHED BY ments and supplies for the apiary looks 

PO bon I WwW. MERRILL, ‘| to me like progress backwards. Bee- 

. U. BOX, 100, Meshanis Falls, Maine. \.copers have an idea that they must 
Published on the 16th of each month. ‘keep up or if not lead, and this idea is 

TERMS, B CENTS PER YEAR i ADVANCE. | so strongly fixed in their minds, that 

Advertising Bates. | when a new thing comes up, they will 

‘Twelve lines, 21-4 inches long, of Nonparicl | at once throw away all those fixings that 

Bee sec es they have accumulated at heavy experse 

BERGE miele. a ae | One and which have served them well in the 
| mo’th m'ths | m’ths | m ths | _Year: a 

1 in, 12 lines) 75 a 175| 325] 625|PAast, in order that no one may beat 
a a ey ze a a0) pet ee them in the race with something ne 

4 in, 48 lines} 2-50 3.75) 475 8.00| 15.00 and they take up with the new things 

4 in. 60 lines| 3.00 | 450 5.50 | 9.00 | 17.00 simply because they are new, without 

+ All notices, communications, etc., should be | testing it at all, or even at times stop- 
addressed to a er ve ‘ 

W. W. MERRILL. | ping to consider whether it will prove of 

Mrcuanic Fatrs, Mx. | ®"Y real value or not. Especially is 

aes: | this the case with small producers who 

: Correspondence. are really the ones who can least afford 

For the New Engiand Apiarian, =. ~~ it. - Beginers in bee-keeping start well, 
The Half Pound Section Craze. jand procure a stock of standard goods 

—— | and if they would be content with them, 

see ean | all would be well, but ere long some- 

Bee-keepers are constitutionally a/ thing new turns up and they think of 

progressive people, and how to push | course they must have that, and get it 

ahead seems to be their uppermost idea ; | without waiting to see whether those of 

It strikes me though, that in some mat-| experience recommend it or not, and 

ters they are trying to progress to fast, | when they find they have been sold they 

and that ere long they will find they are| condemn the business as a non-paying 

retrograding. It may be for the inter- one and all supply dealers as humbugs 

est of a few of the leading honey prod- and frauds. The constant and contin- 

ucers to force the 1-2 lb. section on| ual attempt on the part of some supply
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dealers to get a little more trade by en- ducers, in the matter. In the first place 

deavoring to introduce anew but untried | we want it distinctly understood (he 

thing, discourages beginners, for it) says) that we do pot advise any one to 

causes them to imagine that supplies are produce 1-2 Ib sections exclusively ; po 

constantly changing form, and that they | producer can afford to do so. One Ib. 

will have to alter over their crates and | sections are small enough to please 95 

frames at large expense every season, out of every 100 people, and producers 

which changes eat up the profits at /mnst respond in that proportion” 

least, and sometimes causes a positive) The above ought to be read by ev- 

loss. Some few years ago the 1 Ib sec- | ery honey producer in the country, com- 

tion was introduced and proved to be a/ ing as it does from one of our commiss- 

good thing, and bid fair to hold the | ion houses and it must show the pulse 

first position in the field, both in form of the consuming trade. I think we as 

and size. It was and is good enough, | honey producers should not advocate a 

it is small enough to fit the pocket book | continually decreasing size of package 

of the most economical and large enough | for our wares. In the first place there 

so that the bees could deposit their hon- ‘was no demand for the t-2 1b. section ; 

ey to advantage. Just as the country | both dealer and consumer were per- 

was ready to adopt it as a staple article | fectly satisfied with thetpound package, 

that had asserted its rights, proved its ‘and would have so continued had uot 

merits and had come to stay as the boss, | some foolish experimenter started the 

some one concluded it was best to try | 1-2 1b. racket. All producers of ex- 

and make the consuming public think perience well knows that honey cannot 

they needed a 1-2 lb package (the next be gathered anywhere near as cheaply 

will be a teaspoonful) and put a few on) in 1-2 1b. as in 1 Ib. sections and for 

the market. If they had puta price on| that reason it looks to me as though 

them that would have left a margin of! they were standing in their own light in 

profit, all would have been well, but attempting to force them on the market, 

the price at the start was made so rid- | at the slight advance in price at which 

iculously low that no one could produce | they are offered. Ifthe object is for 

honey in them except ataloss. As the the large producers to try and drive out 

matter now stands no one can be found the small ones it may work but if that 

who will father them, and as yet very is the case a combination of small pro- 

few have been offered for sale, and no ducers should be made at once, to take 

one so far as I can learn advises their) common cause both against the dimin- 

adoption, even the dealers do not like to | utive section, and the aggressive mo- 

handle them, and Frank L. Ripley, a|nopoly. Honey producing may in time 

large commission merchant, says ‘twe | be driven into the hands of specialists, 

have noted with anxiety the discussion but it will be a long day before the 

over 1-2 Ib sections, we find the demand | many who own small apiaries and de- 

is credited to come from Boston, and rive much comfort and pleasure from 

we wish to set ourselves right with pro- | working therein, can be driven out of
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the business (no matter whether it pays aterals of the situation, to judge for 

them or not) aud the bee-keepers on a) himself, 

large scale will find it to their own ad-| In the first place, I advise keeping 

vantage to make no combinations ex- bees in the cellar as long as possible, 

cept those which will insure to the that is, as long as they will keep quiet 

profit and benefit of those who are not and do not scatter out too much. The 

so largely engaged in the business. reason for this must be apparant to all 

We the small bee-keepers can seli our upon considering the very changeable 

honey at a profit, in 1 Ib. sections any- weather of New England in early 

how ; let us then stick to them ourselves | spring; warm pleasant days with the 

no matter what others may do, and thermometer running up to 60, being 

discourage the use of anything smaller often succeeded by cold, rough, windy 

with all our might and_ strength. | weather, which rapidly depopulates the 

United we are a power by reason of) strongest colonies. Not until every- 

numbers. Let us then be united on. thing indicates permanent warm weath- 

this point and we can rest assured that/er is it safe to take bees from their 

if we are so united we shall surely car- winter quarters. PROVIDED they can be 

ry the day, and drive the 1-2 Ib. section kept quiet, and by following the instruct- 

into the kindling wood box where it) ions given last month, I think no one 

really belongs. | will have any difficulty in keeping them 

Mechanic Falls, Me., Mar. 30, ’83./so. I think itis a very safe plan to 

ae | wait until the willows blossom, as pre- 

For the New England Apiarian. | vious to that time the bees can find but 

New England Apiculture. | little or nothing to do, and it is better 

Saat |to keep down their ambition until such 

pee Seana time as itis needed. In cases of im- 

Chapter Il]. Aprit Management. properly constructed cellars, it may be 

A short time since, Il recieved a let-| advisable to take them out at an earlier 

ter from a bee-keeping friend, who date; of this, however, each bee-keep- 

wished me to tell him the proper time! er must be his own judge, and of the 

to place his bees on their summer two evils, choose the least, 

stands. This would be almost as diffi-| Assuming the bees to be all on their 

cult to do, as to tell him when the bees summer stands, what is the next indi- 

would gather the first honey, as cir-| cation to be met? If we have been 

cumstances, season, location und con-| successful in carrying our bees through 

dition of the bees may vary the time. to the present time, and they are all 

It is not my intention at the present | strong and bright, can we sit down and 

time, to give any deflinite time without fold our hands and shout, as some have 

modifications, which would only serve | done ‘Hallelujah, ’tis done?” Wait! 

to lead the beginner astray, but to give | there are many rough windy days com- 

such instruction as will enable any bee- | ing yet, when men go round with their 

keepers, after considering all the coll- | overcoats on, although the sun shines
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out warm enough to heat up any object | ever, will seldom get uneasy, if plenty 

which can retain its heat. The sun/|of water is given them in the manner 

shining on the hives warm them up, | described Jast month, and the hives are 

until the too devoted bees are induced | kept shaded from the sun; I have kept 

to venture out, only to be swept down them so confined for a week at a time, 

by the cold northern winds. Thus) then tiding them over a severe spell of 

scores and scores are lost, until the weather. This method, while effective 

scores become hundreds, and the ill requires the exercising of great care 

fated colony slowly, but surely, grows and watchfulness, or more injury than 

weaker and weaker until, as isonly too good may result. To those who have 

frequently the case, but a mere hand- not the necessary time to watch their 

ful is left in the home of the once pros- | bees and liberate them when necessary, 

perous family. This is what is called | T would recommend the placing of large 

spring dwindling. Too often have I re- | shade boards infront of the hives. 

ceived letters describing just this state | which will keep the bees in until it is 

of things, with one modification that sufficiently warm outside for them to fly 

the little handful was not always left. without getting chilled, and on many 

But, you may ask, is there no remedy cool days prevent them from leaving the 

for this state of things? To be sure) hive at all. When they begin to fly, 

there is, else my labor in writing this | the boards can be quickly turned down 

article would have been in vain; and I in front, where they cau remain until 

will endeavor to give such instructions, needed again. 

that, if carried out, will effectually pre-| Those who wish to shut there bees in, 

vent this wasting of colonies in spring. | should do so at night, or early in the 

On all days when it is deemed unsafe morning after they have had a fly, for, 

for bees to venture out—and there .is| no matter how clear the sky may be at 

opportunity for exercising good judge- night, or how pleasant it may be in the 

ment here—stop up the entrance with morning, before eleven o’clock clouds 

wool, which will permit air to enter the: may come up thick and fast, and the 

hive, while at the same time confining rising wind blow cold and chill from the 

the bees. Place a good large shade | northwest, so sudden is the change of 

board in front of the hive, large enough ‘weather here in New England. So it 

to shade the whole of it. During the is best to be on the safe side and keep 

middle of the day go round to all the them inevery day until about eleven 

hives, placing the ear against the sides ; | o’clock during the first part of the mouth. 

if you discover a rapid, loud hum, you By that time of day we can judge pret- 

may know they will not stand confine- | ty correctly as to what the weather will 

ment much longer, and should liberate be for the remainder of the day. 

them at once. Now and then a colony) See that the bees have plenty of hon- 

will not stand confinement in this man- |eYs don’t try to economize too close in 

ner, and such should be watched with a | this direction, for I assue you it will be 

great deal of care. The majority, how- la penny wise and pound foolish policy.
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Bees at this season consume much more | They have had but one day they could 

honey than during their winter’s sleep, | fly,—that on Feb. 17th—since they 

and as it is desirable that they rear as| were fixed up for winter, they have been 

much brood as possible to take the| kept on their summer stands, with no 

place of the rapidly dying off old bees. | outside protection, save a hedge of os- 

thus preventing the depopulation and | age on the north and west sides. These 

weakening of the stock, they should not frames are a success with me, and I de- 

be stinted in quantity or quality of food. | sire to say to those who fancy they are 

Be liberal to them now, and later on in| not give us facts; we can theorize 

the season they will in th.ir turn be for ourselves. If you here any exper- 

liberal to you. ience prejudicial to the L. frame. let us 

(To BE CONTINUED) have it, but till we get such experience, 

Coleraine, Mass. we will take cognizance of the fact, that 

oa those who have fairly, and with an un- 

Hints in Bee Culture, Part IV. prejudiced spirit. tried this frame, speak 

ae aH i in its favor, and we will also take cog- 

pes aa nizance of the further fact, that this 

It’s funny isn’t it how great a diver- same frame, notwithstanding the tre- 

sity of opinion there is in the matter of mendous opposition it has met with, has 

frames? ‘The advoeates of the stand- so far won its way in the estimation of 

ard L frame, and let me say to friend practical and successful apiarists, that 

Martin, that there is but one stanDAanD to-day more of them are in use, than of 

L. frame, and its dimensions are 17 5-8 all others combined, and whenever 

by 9 1-8, —are cooly informed that it changes are made, (and they are being 

is too shallow:to be safe to winter in. constantly made) such chauge is too 

I wonder if these parties who assail that and not from this same shallow inferior 

frame, have evertestedis’ Ihayeand standard L. frame. Why then have 

in speaking in its praise, I give results we not a fair assurance that it will ere 

of my observation, made during a per- long be the standard of the world? If 

iod of 16 years use of them, side by side | any inferance can be drawn trom these 

with other avd deeper frames ; they win- | premises, it is in favor of a standard, 

ter well with me, and even during the and that the standard L, 

last winter. which I think may be said) Iam sorry to see that friend Me- 

to be as hard on bees as any for years. Laughlin likens myself and others who 

T have not lost a single colony. Inor- thought he erred in the matter of feed- 

der to test them thoroughly, I last fall ing, to a lot of disaffected bees. I cer- 

put my bees in single walled hives, none tainly had no desire to sting him, my 

on oyer 7 frames, and one on only 4, simple object being to urge him and all 

to-day. March 26th. they are all alive, | others to ttavoid even the appearance fo 

flying briskly, with no signs of dysen- evil. I feed whenever the occasion re- 

tery, and all with much as brood as I quires, but I am careful never to feed 

care to have thus early in the season. | sugar, at atime when it can be any
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possible means contaminate or adulter-|continally kept up and that in not to 

ate my surplus honey. If bees made | large a quantity. If there is no capped 

honey, as friend Me Laughlin seems to | honey in the hive, we should feed a so- 

think, feeding would makeno difference, | lution (not very thick) of granulated 

but it is fully proved, that the sweets ‘sugar. 1f we depend on capped honey 

they gather are unchanged by them, and _ for food, we should keep a daily supply 

are deposited in the cells in precisely | of water where the bees can get it with- 

the same chemical condition in which | out flying out, but where we feed sugar 

they obtainthem. I grant, that a large | syrup, water enough can be obtained 

quantity of pure granulated sugar syrup, | from that source for all the needs of the 

may be mixed with clover honey, with-| brood. I desire to call this matter of 

out detection, and to the taste of many | feeding to the attention of all, for if at 

the addition would make the substance | this time the queen should discontinue 

preferable to the clear honey, but when | laying eggs for a day or two only. we 

one buys honey, he is apt to prefer it as | shall find our colonies, when foragers 

the purehaser did his milk, when he | are wanted, so far short of them, as to 

asked his milkman to bring his milk imake a great difference in the season’s 

and water in seperate cans as he could) profits. All upward ventilation should 

tell better the quantity of water he want- | be shut off now, that the heat generated 

ed, than the milkman could. Show in the hive may be retained ; it will be 

me the apiarian, who acknowledges that | needed to keep the hatched and just 

sugar syrup is preferable to buckwheat hatching brood alive, and we need have 

honey ; I never heard of such, still they | no further fear in regard to frost ; which 

may exist, but even if they do so prefer | the ventilation was intended to guard 

the fact is still patent that honey is hon- | against. The Moth Worm will soon 

ey and sugar is sugar. Feeding nights | begin to make its appearance, and we 

or days can make no possible difference ‘should carefully watch for it. and des- 

in that respect. We have a reputation troy as soon as seen; each worm now 

for honesty and integrity to keep up, | killed will stop the production of thous- 

and we can only do this, with our hon-| ands of eggs, later in the season, and 

ey, by avoiding any adulteration. In| by killing all we may prevent some col- 

the month of April much brood will be ony from being destroyed. Keep the 

found in our hives, and as a consequence | yard around the apiary, clean and nice, 

vast quantities of stores will be used ; we | and where a hive sets up several inches 

must ever bear in mind that the instant | from the ground, place a slanting board 

there is a lack of food in the hive, the | from the entrance board to the ground, 

production of brood at once ceases, con-| so that the laden bees may enter into 

sequently we must see to it that a con-| the hive easily, and in case they fall to 

stant supply of stores is kept with the | the ground when heavily loaded, they 

bees. This can best be done when we! can crawl up, and in, without being 

have the means, by uncapping a few cells obliged to take flight in order so to do. 

each day, by this means the supply is By this means much labor will be saved
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to them, and a very appreciable gain | justice. And now, Mr Editor, I cannot 

made in the amount of stores they dep- | better show my defence, and enlighten 

osit. . Make everything for the fast ap-| the readers of the Aprartan, than by 

proaching honey season, so that when | quoting my article entire, as it appeared 

it does come you will be able to take in the Home Farm, of recent date, and 

full advantage of it, and not be found | then all can draw their own inferences 

napping once. ‘Procrastination is the | without ‘* Mechanics” intervention. 

thief of time,” and as much so toa bee-| I notice that Bro. Torrey, in his ar- 

keeper as to any one, so it behoves us| ticle on wintering bees, reecommends 

all to be ready at all times, for a flow of the use of tall hives, so that the bees 

honey, for the seasons are capricious, may store suflicient honey directly above 

and we can hardly foretell when to ex-/ the cluster to support them through the 

pect a good or poor yield, but if we are | long winter and spring. Bro. Torrey 

ready and waiting we shall have the/ is a veteran bee-keeper, a man whom [ 

pleasure of being able to take care of honor, whose judgement I revere. 

whatever nature sees fit to give us. | Bro. Hoyt of Ripley, alive and success- 

Foxboro, Mass., April, 1883. | ful bee-keeper and queen breeder, also 

—_+—- | makes a clear and conclusive argument 

For the New England Apiarian. jin his article on wintering bees, to the 

Reply to “Mechanic,” on Bee Hives. | same effect, and gives it as the first 

rae | principle of safe wintering. He says, 
DR. WM. MCLAUGULIN. | : ‘ 

|**we must make our hives tall enough 

Mr. Editor: |to allow a winter’s stores above the 

In the last APIARIAN there is a bees. If our bees are allowed to work 

long article purporting to be a reply to | according to their natural instincts, they 

me, on “tall hives” from someone who will store their honey in the top of the 

did not dare, or was ashamed to sign | hive. clustering, on the approach of cold 

his real name. Instead of giving the weather immediately below the honey, 

readers of your valuable journal any ba- | then as they use the honey the heat from 

sis for his ambushed attack, he goes off | the cluster will enable them to moveup 

in a whirl of of misstatements, and con-| until the top of the hive is reached.” 

stuctions. Now Iam always willing) My own experience and observation 

and glad to have my statements or opin-| tally exactly with those I have cited. 

ions put into the crucible of candid crit- | Ever since the days of Langstroth, 

icism and weighed in the balances of| many bee-keepers have adopted shoal 

truth and justice, but is it hardly cour- hives, with long shallow frames, for 

teous or honorable in any one who finds what earthly reason Ido not know. 

fuult or makes charges without first | No wonder that wintering in such 

quoting my language or knowing that) hives is so hazardous in our State. 

the reader may be familiar with the ar- | Such a form isneither natural nor hand- 

ticle he seeks tocriticise, so that the read- some, and I firmly believe the day will 

er may decide impartially, and do mej|come when the shoal, low hive will be
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athing of the past, and an upright, nat- | For the New England Apiarian. 

ural hive will be used instead. | Enemies of Bees. 

I am using hives eighteen inches high ee rere 
and twelve inches wide and twelve: ean: 

inches square, horizontally, with frames | For the past few weeks I have no- 
to correspond. 1 have no difficulty in | ticed the entrance blocks to my hives, 

manipulating or removing them. There have been disturbed or removed entire- 

are two places for entrance and exit, at ly and it bas been a source of no little 

the bottom and midway. The hives) Wonderment to meas I knew the bees 

are double walled, with a dead air Could not have done it of themselves. 
Pplcsor one Walt iach” The comb ok One day last week as I going out to 0 

bee stand I discovered a black and white 
tends from top to bottom, and the bees s . Sten 

gentleman, bearing the enphonious 

cluster beneath their winter’s food in the yame of skunk, busily engaged in pick- 

late fall, and by a law of their being, ing up the bees in front of a hive. _He 

will crawl upwards as fast as their needs | did not pay any atrention to the propri- 

of sustenance require. They will not, | etor of the apiary but J think T used as 

therefore be obliged to ‘crawl sidewise litte ceremony as he did, for picking up 

and perish with cold or starve, with stick 1 dispatched him on the spot. 

honey enough in other parts of the hive. | Grape View Farm has one skunk less 

If I were to adopt any other form of but if my honey don’t smell of Eau de 

hive, instead of making it shorter, I Cologne or some other essence I shall 

should make it three feet high and eight be glad. 

inches broad, and take frames out atthe I have looked over part of my bees 

side. I think a hive of that propor- andtind I] lost5 colonies out of 23, I had 

tion, with honey filled down half way. hoped to do better but when I hear of so 

and comb the remainder, would winter Many losses by others, am thankful that 

our bees successfully on the summer |My loss is no heavier. It has been a 

stands without any protection whatever. hard winter for beesand within the small 

I hope my brother bee-keepers circle of my acquaintauce I can number 

will study this subject and see ifa fuss no less than twelve, owning from one to 

ible, natural and comodious hive may | a half dozen colonies, that have lost all 

not be devised which shall supersede but they are mostly black bees, left out 

anything yet discovered.” _ without protection. I am getting ready 

There ! Mr. Editor, what is there in for another season and believe we shall 

that which should call forth such a 800n be able to make up all our losses 

shower on my head? | and reap a rich return for all our labor. 

Harmony, Me. lone View Farm, North Paris, Me.
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For the New England Apiarian. where it come from and the weather be- 

My Experience in Bee Keeping. | ing bad many were lost. Here feeding 

Se We WE COAIEON. done much more harm than good, hence 

eos the unfavorable reports and objections 

T began bee-keeping in the spring of | to spring feeding with candy, there is 
1879: I started out with the intention | none of this, the bees work on it, carry 

of making it my only business. I had | it down and store it in the combs with- 

previously satisfied myself by reading | out any apparant excitement, and they 

books and journals published in the in- /soon have all the brood they ean 

terest of modern bee-enlture that the care for. I usually put my bees down 

business was practical and profitable | on four or five frames in the fall then in 

when rightly managed. J can say now | the spring I take out one or two more 

alter these years of practical experience |and close down to three frames. use 

that I was not decieved, that [have been | the L frame and give each colony about 

better paid than I possibly could have | two Ibs. of candy, this will last a long 

been in any other business. I have | time and perhaps be all the feeding nec- 

found that I can secure about 60 lbs. of essary. All I want is full colonies by 

surplus per colony that is from every | the Ist of June, say 8 frames of brood 

colony that I can have booming full of anda hive full of bees. I will add 

bees by the 1st of June. To do this I empty combs as fast as the bees need 

stimulate early breeding by feeding can-| them and no faster, if we give combs 

dy made of a good article of sugar and to fast, there may be more brood start- 

about one fith part flour ; most bee-keep- | ed than the bees can properly care for ; 

ers know how to make this candy, it is} a cool night causes the bees to cluster, 

less trouble to feed them syrup, to feed | exposing more or less brood to be chill- 

thiscandy, pour it intopans while warm, ed, aside from the loss of the brood, 

any small shallow pan, pie pans do very the bees are likely to become discour- 

well, turn a pan of candy on the frames | aged, therefore we must be careful in 

over the cluster aud the bees will soon stimulative feeding and spreading the 

be at work on it, the moisture rising) brood, if managed right, good results 

from the bees keeps the candy moist, if will follow if not much injury will sure- 

fed in cakes without the pan it soon|ly done. I have had no trouble in get- 

drys so the bees can’t manage it so well. | ting my bees up in good condition on 8 * 

Auother reason why I like candy it) frames ready for the beginning of the 

causes less excitement than syrup; J honey season which usualy begins here 

have fed syrup when the weather was | about the 1st of June. When I put on 

to cold and wet for the bees to be out | the sections I raise one frame from the 

yet they would rush out in great num- | brood chamber right up alongside the 

bers. I suppose that as soon as the | sections, this induces the bees to begin 

first bee came from the feeder with a/| work at once. I used to have much 

load of syrup, many of the bees not yet | trouble in getting my bees, especially 

used to the feeder started out to see| Italians to start work in the boxes but
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this plan does it. Last season every|ring twelve feet across and plant all 

colony that I worked for comb honey | around in a ring one foot apart such 

on this plan filled from 48 to 72 1 Ib. | trees Cherries, Basswood, Maple, Will- 

sections and they did it so much quick- ow, Summach, Sourwood, Poplar ete., 

er than I expected as to really surprise | all kinds mixed and keep trimmed prop- 

me. I had no idea of the boxes being) erly, and in a few years this will be 

so full when they begin to swarm. when the prettiest summer house you ever 

on examination I found all full and my | saw ; in another place in a remote cor- 

bees swarming for want ofroom. Try|ner, planta group of plain trees and 

it, all you who have had trouble in get-| keep cut back so they will branch close 

ting the bees to begin work early in the |to the ground and make a dense thick- 

sections, and report. jets contrasting strikingly with the fore 

Willow Island, West Va. gromnd ; all the trees named will be for- 

ee ae for bees. Besides them all kinds of 

Pome New, Eeeians Aplatian. | fruit trees may be grown where there is 

Ornamenting Lawns i Now comes the beds of flowers 

WITH HONEY PLANTS. which requires genius and taste to ar- 

wr Aare NG them so as to make the whole 

ea thing a novelty, something uncommon. 

Having promised the Aprartan an) Very common wild flowers will be much 

article on the above named topic, for | admired when arranged so as to be a 

April, I shall at once, give a pen _pict- novelty, for instance make a circle 

ure of a most beautiful lawn, or door-| twelve feet across, one ring for the bor- 

yard ; not a theoretical one, but a prac- | der, another one foot smaller and so on 

tical one as may be seen in and around | to thecenter. Now in the center, plant 

my Apiary. Almost every foot of | a sunflower; smallest circle next the 

ground may be made useful as well as| center, plant six or eight old roots of 

ornamental to a bee-keeper. Plant at Figwort ; next ring, Goldenrod; next 

your front gate one on each side, of) one, Spider plant; next, wild White 

Basswood, Maple or Elm, when of the Aster; next, Catnip or Motherwort ; 

proper height, bend them over the gate next, Princess Feather; next, Pepper- 

in the form of arch and tie the tops to-| mint ete. The idea is to have the high- 

gether with leather or rope strings, they | est plant nearest the center and to get 

will in two years be grown to that shape|a gradual slope from the center to the 

and make a pretty ornament that will | outside ring making it appear a mound 

last a lifetime ; now plant a clump of|andto have every adjoining ring of a 
willows to one side and as the long] different foliage and different color of 
grow each year, bend and tie them in| bloom. You must see this mound to 

shape of hoops, ladders, chairs, swings appreciate its grandeur; everything too 

ete., making all manner of novelties|is common and a honey producer, be- 

which will be much admired by passers | side it needs vo green house care, and 

by, now at some suitable place make a| costs nothing. By reversing the order
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of planting and putting the tallest on | that prompted me to go into the busi- 

the outside and so on, it makes a pret-|ness. Besides this I get just as much 

ty basin. A border of Wild Turkey | of the natural forage as any one else 

peas or of Dandelion, thickly set is|does. I shall keep planting more and 

very pretty. For trellises the Balloon | more until my bees will be in a perfect 

vine or Clematis is pretty, and both good | Eden. We have just finished sowing 

for honey. Many odities may be had | sixty dollars worth of Alsike clover and 

that are very attractive without costing | will sow ten acres of Buckwheat this 

acent. All the time we are getting up lseason. I have written a great deal 

these novelties we must keep still about | ou the subject of planting for honey, so 

its being for bee forage but just let our|you will see that I practice what I 

veighbors think the novelty lawn is the | preach, 

point and soon they will begin to imi-| Eminence, Ky., April 1st, 1883. 
tate it on their own lawns, and our bees ae 

will reap the benefit all the same. Ror we Tew ene istd Aas. 

My door yard js greatly admired by | Ventilation. 

passers by aud many a remark from | 5 E. POND; ee 

them have I overhead that was not in- | — 

tended for my ears, such as ‘there is the Perhaps it is not exactly seasonable 
prettiest yard I ever Saw,” “Oh! how 28 the word is commonly used, to 

lovely,” **Its just charming,” ‘What write at this time of this somewhat 

a genius Stewart is, he can make a hackneyed subject; but I am inclined 

pateh of weeds prettier than a green | to think that more attention is given to 

house ete., all this pleases me and if) # subject, when its needs are the most 
you were to vist this Lawn, you would | 2pparant, and as the close of winter de- 

see that bees enjoyed it too, to their velops the condition of our colonies and 

hearts content, then too it is money in|*‘sets us to thinking” of the cause of 
my pocket; you know I might £0 on | good or ill luck, and to ascertain the 

and illustrate many particulars in plant- | proper remedy if unfortunate,.it may be 

ing a novelty lawn but space forbids that an article devoted to this very im- 

and I have said enough for you to eatch | portant subject, will prove of interest, 

the idea, tryitonce. Now then besides and possibly of advantage to the read- 

all this I am making every available | TS of the Apiantan. The science of 

spot of ground bring something as bee | ventilation is one to which much study 

forage. I have all the fence corners on | has of late been given, aud still it isvery 

a thousand acres of land sowed in little understood by the majority of our 

Motherwort, Catnip, Figwort, Mellicot | people. A current of fresh air passing 

ete.,then I have four acres in Raspber- | into and through a room (or hive) is 

ries, and four in Strawberries, with all | understood by the masses to be all that 

kinds of fruit trees; although these | is meant by the term ventilation; and 

things pay in fruit alone, yet it was) whem the term ‘tupward ventilation” is 

with an eye to the production of honey | used, as applied to a bee hive, a vast
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majority of bee-keepers jump to the! geable climate to bring about this exact 

conclusion that a draught of cold air/ condition of things, we must perforce 

directly throngh it must be meant, they come as near it as possible. We can 

supposing ventilation cannot exist/ keep a hive constantly supplied with 

under any other condition. Ventilation | fresh air, by the lower entrance only, 

as applied to a room in a house, is) but if we depend upon this alone for 

brought about by precisely the same’ ventilation, we shall be exceedingly li- 

means as when applied to a bee hive, able to wake up some cold morning in 

and is produced in two ways, viz; di-| midwinter, and find our bees dead, and 

reet and indirect ; direct by causing a buried in the ice formed from the mois- 

current of fresh air to pass in from be-/ ture created in the attempt on their 

low, and out from above ; indirect by part, to generate sufficient heat to keep 

causing the current to pass into and out themselves alive. If on the other hand, 

of the same aperture, but by different | we so prepare the hive that the fresh 

chanuels. In instance a double chim-/ air that comes in at the entrance, is af- 

ney may be used as a ventilation means, | ter it is saturated with moisture. allow- 

with a register open into a single aper-| ed to pass imperceptibly out of the top, 

ture at the lower part of the room ; the | we then have so far solved our problem ; 

cold air rushes down through one pas-| the next thing being to keep, as nearly 

sage, and the warm air up through the as we can, the interior of the hive at 

other, the current of air being produced | a steady temperature of that degree of 

by the heat both in the room, and in the | heat, which experience has taught us to 

chimney itself. Now so far as our! be correct; yiz., about 45 F. How 

dwellings are concerned, the matter is can this he done? Various means to 

directly under our control, for by means| this end have been proved, among 

of the heat generated either by stove or) which are double walled hives filled 
grate, we cau manage it to suit oursel-| with chaff, or some other non-conduc- 

ves; in the hive the conditioas are far ‘tor of heat, or within which a dead air 

different ; all the warmth created there- space is left; but as this article treats 

in is produced by the bees themselves, | simply of ventilation, I will not discuss 

and the size of the hive whether pro-| this question. ‘To prepare the hives so 
portioned or disproportioned to the size) that the foul air laden with moisture, 

of the colony, will to a certain extent) may pass off imperceptably from them, 

affect the quantity of heat generated. | without interfering at all with the bees 

Now I will assume that in order to win- | in their efforts to generate heat, we must 

ter a colony of bees successfully, it is, place some substance on the frames ov- 

necessary that fresh air must be con- er the bees, which will be sutticiently 

stantly supplied ; that this air must not | porous to allow this impure air to pass 

contain too great an amount of moisture | through it, and still sufficiently dense 
aud that a steady temperature of about! to prevent any heat from escaping with 

45 F must be constantly maintained. | the air. My own experience has shown 

As it is utterly impossible in our chan- | me, that a mat of burlap or old carpet,
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so placed on the frames as to prevent | cold and moisture, to the desired point 

any of the bees from finding their way | that experience has taught us is the 

above it, and covered with 8 or 10 in-| proper one and in the same can winter’ 

ches of forest leaves, is as good as any-| our bees without loss; but even if this 
thing and perhaps as easily and cheaply | were possible, the attendant expense 

attainable. In preparing my bees last) would be so great, as to deter the ma- 

fall, wintering them on their summer jority from attempting it, consequently 

stands, I put them into single walled) they must do the best they can, in a 

simplicity hives, on standard L frames, more economical way ; and I fully and 

with no protection except a two inch firmly believe if they will adopt my 

chaff division board on each side. I plan, their bees will so far as the 

covered them well in with burlap on| weather is concerned, go through the 

the frames, then put on an upper story | coldest winters with a minimum of loss. 

and filled it with forest leaves. I be- | ‘Try it brother bee-keepers and report. 
lieve it is generally admitted that the! Foxboro, Mass., April 5, 1883. 

past winter has been unusually severe, 

yet I have not lost a single colony, ard) SELECTIONS 

all are now in good shape, and strong, 

as can be expected at this season of the | From Qur Letter Box. 

year. One colony was prepared on but | Sess 

4 frames, in a 1-2 inch thick hive, with Deer Park Apiary, 

no protection whatever except the pack- Claremont, Va., April 13, 83. 
iug of burlap and leaves on top ; that is Friend Merrill : 

to-day in as good condition as any. | As I receive the APIARIAN 

My hives face the south, and’ are pro- regular each month, and like it very 

tected on the north and west by a com- inuch, as I am interested in its welfare 

mon osage hedge about 6 feet high, 1 and hope it will have the support it 

may be told, that mine is an exception- merits, and in order to make it inter- 

al case, but I dou’t believe it, ‘tall the esting each month, all bee-keepers 

same,” for 1 have always wintered on) should add their mite to its columns, or 

summer stands, and for 13 years in the | at least all that are m anyway interest- 

same place, and never yet have I lost ed in its success. As you will know 

a colony from a standard L frame; so| we came here to Claremont last fall, 

1 conclude, and I feel warranted in the ‘and I brought no bees with me, and sup- 

conclusion, that the L frame, properly | posed I could find plenty here, but there 

protected, and ventilated in the manner | are very few bees kept in this section, 

I have described, is one of the best, if} and all that I have seen were well 

uot the very best frames for winter use. managed after the style of a hundred 

1 presume if it is possible to so prepare years ago. I have been able to obtain 

a special depository for our bees, that} only two stocks as yet, as what few 

no matter whether the winter is mild or have bees will sell none. I have the 

severe, we can control the conditions of promise of another one when bees
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swarm, and shall do what I can to in- |pared for winter according to the 

crease my two, and expect by another | instructions of the most experienced 

fall to have fifteen or twenty stocks. I) bee-keepers. I took away all the honey 

can hardly tell as yet about honey re- and the combs that had most pollen in 

sources of this section, but think it may | them and fed them syrup made of the 

be fair, and hope it will be extra. My | best sugar. I-gave it to them in Sep- 

bees were bringing in natural pollen the | tember so that they took it in and seal- 

28th of February and have brought in| ed it over before the cold weather set 

more or less ever since, for the last in. In made winter passages in the 

week they have been gathering some combs, put stick across the top of the 

honey from peach blossoms. Apples’ frames, filled the ends with chaff, put 

are now blooming, with many kinds of on a new quilt aud a’ chaff cushion on 

wild flowers, thus I hope will give them top of that. About the first of Janu- 

a good share. I put on my first case of ary one of them, the strongest I had, 

sections yesterday. The weather here and one in which I had put a valuable 

has been rather wet of late, but it is| queen in in the fall showed signs of 

quite warm now and I am in hopes we| Dysentery., Large numbers of dead 

shall have good weather for a while at | bees were carried out at the entrance 

least. Wishing the best of success to | and almost every day some flew out and 

the Arrarran, I remain, | dropped in the snow. On January 29th 

Very truly yours, | I took this colony into the house, made 

S. H. Hutchinson. | a frame 4 feet square of lathes, covered 

(mane Rare (it with mosquito net, and set it over the 

To the Editor of the Aprarran, |hive taking off the top cushion and 

Dear Sir: iquilt, I took out two of the centre 

We have have had a very frames that were empty and put in two 

trying winter on bees in Ontario, and frames of honey. When they had had 

as a result there has been a great deal a good cleansing flight, I darkened the 

of mortality among them. Those in room and allowed it to cool down 

single hives left outside have nearly all| gradually when most of the bees retur- 

perished, and a large number of those ned to the hive. Since then they have 

in cellars and on summer stands pack-| remained quiet and seem to be doing 

ed in chaff. The most of them have well. No flight outside was obtained 

died from Dysentery and the strongest till February 14th. They were thus 

colonies seem to have suffered most) about three month confined, subject to 

from it. All pet theories of bee-keep-| the greatest variety of temperature, 

ers have been driven to the winds as many of the cold dips being exceeding- 

bees have perished in almost every po-| ly sudden and severe. So far only two 

sition. It is better for them to own at of my stocks have succumbed but the 

once that they do not know the art of weather still continues cold and more 

wintering successfully. I had ten col- | may follow. I believe that for seasons 

onies in double chaff hives which I pre- like this some method of giving bees an
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artificial flight about midwinter must | frames and a cushion on this with 

be devised, or Dysentery will certainly |a division board at each side of the 

ensue. Ifa flight could only be secur- | cluster that was all needed and that if 

ed some time in January, safe winter- | we spread more over the frames that 

ing might with some confidence be/the breath and warmth from the bees 

ailirmed, but without this no method| would condense above and melt into 

will be entirely successtul. | water and kill the bees. Now I hada 

I. Carswell. | number of test at covering with an un- 

Adelaide, March Sist, 1883. }usual amount. Last fall when I pack- 

Se ied my hives I was in a great hurry (as 

For the New Englard Apiarian, 1 am all the time,) and in some way I 

While death has visited many of our ‘left the same cloths and a number of 

pets, the bees, the past winter on ac- thicknesses of paper on the frames, (and 
count of an unusual cold one, we shall| here I will say I: kept cushions on all 

no doubt see that in the loug run much! summer.) When I found one swarm 

good thevetrom. Why? one asks; be-| dead, I of course looked at the others, 

cause habit has so much to do with all I found one that had the summer cloth 

pursuits, or in other words, if we suc-)and 3 thicknesses of paper, and the 

ceed in any one way, we are quite apt) same good cushion on, and the whole 

to follow the same road again. I have | as dry as need be all but a little on top 

had calls trom a number of bee-keepers of cushion; the bees were as bright 

for my opinion as to the cause of our} and clean and also the combs as one 

death; in every ease I find the same could ask and not more than 1-2 pint 
trouble ; not enough heat retining sub-| dead bees, this hive had more honey 

stance close to the bees. I have seen than others with less covering. I also 

strong swarms, this last March, all dead found a lot of young bees. This hive 

with lots of sealed honey within six in-| was covered for a long time with snow, 

ches of the cluster on each side, with a! which I am much in favor of if the hive 

good pass for the bees along over the) is well prepared inside and well paint- 

frames and hives. packed in large box-ed. Again I looked into my chaff hive 

es with hay snugly packed all about and and found 3 thicknesses of woolen cloth 

on top, and boxes nicely covered then) and one of burlap under the cushion, 

over the boxes a shed. Now why did and as many bees as when I packed for 

they die? simply because there was only winter, because they were so comforta- 

a loose chaff cushion next the frames, 3. ble that they thought it was only rainy 

inches thick and a loose rim about this weather that they could not work out- 

which allowed all the warmth of the’ side and so kept up breeding as at least 

bees to pass off. Now I say here is | must have begun in good season; this 

the cause of the great losses, Iam very hive had double the honey at that time 

sure of it. I used to think as many) ofany other (the first of March.) The 

others that if we spread much more entrances to all my hives were only 

than a good woolen cloth over the! about an inch open and snow was above
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all but the first one that the bees died | honey too. Now that was deep enough 

in, for say half the winter, and the first/ for any depth of frame was it not? [ 

one that died had only one thickness of | say we can profit by such cases and 

woolen cloth aud a cushion, this was, perhaps save thousands of colonies in 

an extra strong one both in bees and the future, and again we are looking 

honey on 5 frames with division boards. | for an extra good season for one reason 

The bees were clean and nearly all up as the snow holds on so late that we 

on the combs, and every bit of honey | are more likely to have a warm spring, 

eaten. Now such tests as these tell which is the great foundation for the 

me to use more air tight covering right; summer. We of course must feed the 

on the frames, aud uot only this but bees just now, or at least I have to 

see that a strip of woolen cloth is tack-| mine, and know that it much more 

ed on the edge of upper story and then than pays. As soon as I see the con- 

fasten to the lower one so that when dition of the bees as to covering, I at 

we press the cushion down it will not) once put on a number of thicknesses of 

lift the rim and let the cold creep in! paper on the cloth under the cushions, 

all around, which it is sure to do uv-/and feel that no harm will result from 

less we fasten them together. Right] it, for we are sure to have some cold 

here is where we get the good of a shal- jnights that will tend to call the bees 

low frame, when we use enough close | from the brood unless we supply them 

covering to confine the heat (and it will! with extra warmth, and so we begin to 

need much more than oue would think,) | feed we shall have more breeding, and 

we shall get the warmth just where it if we can keep it along we may look 
should be along the whole length of the for yery early swarms, and tous of hon- 

frames up where the bees are sure to be, | ey instead of pounds. I would say to 

and too, where they are warm cnough all that have not experience, uot to feed 

they will not need more than oue-half outside the hive, nor get a drop of feed 

at least, nor will they cause so much there, for it may cause you a loss in- 

moisture in the hive as where they are stead of gain. I would feed in the 

obliged to hustle so very hard to keep comb in the house if possible, then get 

from freezing. Only thinvk how cold. jt into the hive as quick as I could, and 

we should be with nothing about us in| make as little stir as possible, aud if 

an open room, as the bees are, so the! swarms are weak keep an eye to the 

next best is to get them warm over- entrance, that it may not get robbed. 

head, and all above where the least Even old bee-keepers will set hives out 

cold can get in. Ali the bees that I) where the bees have died and let the 

have looked at away from home were! others clean up the honey. 1 would as 
in deep frames, and often there would’ goon set fire to them. 

be honey just below the cluster and the | E. P. Churchill, 

bees starved; one man told me yester-| 
day that one of his were dead in the | Fruit Dale Apiary, 

American hive, and the eap was full ct No Auburn April 10th, 1883.
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ao eee Question Devartment -—— A wcpar ’ 
ie: ee ch 30. 83.1 Barrytown, N. Y., March 30, ’83. | conducted by 

I regret exceedingly that I feel called | < = 
5 ‘ ea BE: p 

upon to say something more against | JAMES HEDDON, 

Dr. MeLaughlin’s methods. I must) of Dowaciac, Micu. 

say ] am astonished that the Dr. (a| 

bee-keeper I suppose,) should say that) 41) questions should be sent to us by the Ist day 
sit is acknowledged by many progres- | of each month so as to appear on the 15th, 8 we 
Jive apiarians, that the honey obtained | ™!te questions t Mr. Headon, and he has to 
sive aplarians, that the honey obtamed | vcr and return them to usin time for publi- 

* from the syrup of granulated sugar is cation. 

far’better than that obtained from buck-|~ —————s—“i‘“‘—™SCSSSCOCSC 
ahve: und come otter aGdrees? Ist. ak a ah, for sections en- 

2 a: tirely of wood, if so how many pieces 
Now Mr. Editor, I regret to see). |” pate a BF 

i j : . | in the case; you say inK. B. K., they 
such bosh in your highly progressive | ‘ ip " 

% y rest ou the honey board, if so, what 
paper, I would ask the Dr., who these SOI ia 5 

7 ‘i holds the sectious in the case, is there 
‘progressive bee-keepers are? ‘*Pro- 

Neste = -avy honey board used between the two 
gressive” in the sense we call the Thur-| * 5 
1 oer ‘ ee more cases. 
bers ‘progressive suppose. ee fs 

Prog : pp: & | 2nd. Is there a rim that shuts down 
Bee and Poultry Magazine for March.) 2 

‘ j;over your hive and rest on cleats as 
br. McLaughlin was unfortunate in) sown in eut of hive. 

s first article, ¢ i is > he fee ee Uist ac e his first article, and in this one he has! gyq. Do you think it is safe to win- 
ae a, Fe e frvine ¢ i | > a tumbled out of the frying pan, into! ter bees on 8 L frames as on less. 

» fire.” | rhe . 
the fire. 4th. Which do you think best, cel- 

The idea of saying, ‘‘When bees ob- lar or outdoor wintering. 

tain honey from sugar it is not sugar) Sth. Out of your 500 stocks how 

water.” |many have you lost the past winter and 
ie : 

Does the Dr., suppose bees manufac- in what manner was they prepared for 

ture honey in their stomachs? | winter. 

I say when bees carry sugar water to J.B. M. 

their cells and deposit it there free from| 1st. In my case there are 7 pieces 

any other substance such as nectar, we | of wood aud 5 of tin. The tins support 

will have nothing but sugar syrup asthe sections. The honey board is used 

the result of their labor. |as needed, only between the hive and 

I can now see that it is through ig- first case. 

norance of the anatomy of the bee| 2nd. No outside covering to the 

which makes the Dr., suppose he is not | cases, I tried them that way and found 
a ; bs 

adulterating when he feeds sugar syrup | it an actual damage. 

to be mixed with the honey gathered | 3rd. Upon this frame, I have not 

from flowers. j;experimented. I find 8 L frames, saf- 

Jolin Aspinwall, ler than 10.
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4th. Ihave experimented here in| Conventions. 

Michigan, with three double walled | SSeS 

houses, one house apiary containing 96 | The Western Maine 

colonies, and three different cellars, and ES 

all sorts of outdoor protection, and 1 Bren Keepers Association. 

prefer outdoor decidedly. We have a} sae 
dry sand soil. | The next meeting of the Western 

Sth. 40 of my colonies were in cel-| Maine Bee Keepers Association, will 

lar; 9 of them are dead; all the others be held at the residence of W.W. 

were packed out, and about 10 are Dunham, North Paris, Me., on Wed- 

dead. {nesday, April 25th, 1883, at one and 7 * 

——_— o'clock, P. M. 

Ist. What is the object of your A large attendance of bee-keepers is 

sink honey board. | expected, and it is hoped that it will be 

2nd. Please give a brief description an interesting meeting. Any articles 

of the same. sent to the Secretary, will be placed on 

3rd. What State do you consider exhibition aud cared for free of charge. 
best suited to bee culture. te apes ane i pads i i 2 

4th. Can a novice prevent swarm- | The following is aa UEP er ee outline 

ing as successfully by running his bees of the Dee See ‘ et 
for comb, as for Sxiraciedl honey. Treasurer's A report; _ President's ad- 

ob a dress ; reading of essays, and discus- 

Ist. To keep the bottom of the low- | sions. Essays are expected on the 
er ties of sections always clean. To following subjects; Bee Pasturage ; 

discourage the queen from going above. | {he Standard Frame ; Artificial Swar- 

To make the upper tier of frames stand | ming; Comb Honey, vs. Extracted, 
on the rabbets, instead of standing on Keteomaene 

bits of comb, when running for extract- W. Wo Muimitn, Secrerany. 

ed honey. | Ap i 

2nd. It is impossible to describe my| Be hae len he 

hive, honey board, or case, so that one | gee 

can make others equally as good, unless | 

time is spent, whose value far exceeds | MAINE BEE KEEPERS ASSOCIATION. 

the cost of the fixtures. | The next meeting of the Maine Bee 

3rd.-I can hardly answer this.| Keepers Association, will be held at 

There is more difference in location be- | Grange Hall, Dexter, Me., on Thurs- 

tween any State, than between most of | day May 10th, 1883. 

the different States. I would not go| Wx. Hoyt, Secretary. 

South. I think the latitude we are Ripley, Me. 

in aboul ment.) Cheyquality: of the) === a ee eee 
honey is good. There is more differ-| The May number of the Aprartan, 

ence in the bee-keeper and his fixtures. | will contain a brief report of the above 
4th. No. meetings.
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Tho Senses of Bees. lever since the time of Aristotle, sup- 

2 — eased to be influenced by clanging-ket- 
Sir John Lubbock recently read to/tles, &e. Experienced apiarists are 

the members of the Linnean Society an ‘now disposed to doubt whether the 

account of his further observations on | noise has realy an effect; but Sir 

the habits of insects made during the) John suggests that even if it has, with 

past year. ~The two queen bees which reference to which he expressed no 
have lived with him since 1874, and opinion, it is possible that what the 

which are now, therefore, no less than | bees hear are not the loud, low sounds, 

- eight years old, are still alive and laid) but the overtones at the verge of or be- 

eggs last summer as usual. His oldest | yond our range of hearing. As regards 

workers are seven years old, Dr. Mul- the industry of wasps, he timed a bee 

ler in a recent review, had courteously and wasp, for each of which he provid- 

criticized his experimeuts on the color- | ed a store of honey, and he found the 

sense of bees; but Sir John Lubbock | wasp began earlier in the’morning (at 

pointed out that he had anticipated the! four a. m.,) and worked on later in the 

objections suggested by Dr. Muller, and | day. He did not, however, quote this 

had guarded against the supposed as proving greater industry on the part 
source of error. The difference was, jof the wasp, as it might be that they 

moreover, not one of principle, nor! are less sensitive to cold. Moreover, 

does Dr, Muller question the main con-| though the bee’s proboscis is admirably 

clusions arrived at or doubt the prefer-) adapted to extract honey from tubular 

ence of bees for blue, which, indeed, is flowers, when the honey is exposed, as 

strongly indicated by his own observa- ja this case, the wasp appears able to 

tions on flowers. Sir John also record-| swallow it more rapidly. This parti- 

ed some further experiments with re- cular wasp began work at four ia the 

terence to the power of hearing. Some morning, and went on without any rest 

bees were trained to come to honey or intermission till a quarter to eight in 

which was placed on a musical box on the evening which time she paid Sir 

the lawn close to the window. The John 116 visits. —The American Nat- 
musical box was kept going for several uralist for April. 

hours a day for a fortnight. It was ase ere ‘i 

then brought into the house and placed Artificial Honeycombs. 

out of sight, but at the open window, | peed 

and only about seven yards from where} An English gentlemen, W. M. Hoge, 

it had been before. The bees however | in a long letter to the Pall Mall Gaz- 

did not find the honey, though when it|ette, corrects the hypothesis of that 

was once shown them they came to it the short honey crop in Russia last sea- 

readily enough. Other experiments | son was due to the decline in the price 

with a microphone were without re-| of beeswax. The real cause was the ' 

ealis Everyone knows that bees when | failure of the blossoms to secrete as 

swarming are popularly, and have been | much honey as usual. Mr, Hoge states
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that bee-keepers prefer to keep the} ([2°We want bee-keepers from all Pp P ip Pp 
honeycombs for refilling, instead of sel- | parts of the country, to send us articles 

ling them for wax, as it pays them bet- for publication, how their bees are 

ter to do so. He says: ‘In the United | getting along, and anything that the: y s gs g y z a 
States broken combs are carefully pre- | think will interest our readers. 

served and made oyer into ‘*tcomb! ee ae 

foundation.” ‘This is done by running | te Sample copies of the ApraRtAN 

thin sheets of wax through a machine! will be sent free to any person. Any 

constructed somewhat like a clothes one intending to get up a club can have 

wringer; the rollers instead of being sample copies sent to the persons they 

made of rubber are made of engraved desire to interview, by sending the 

metal, which makes impressions on | Hames to this office. 

each side of the sheets, exactly like the | a aa fi 
Holtomior the natheal dalle These | i=" If you have not already subserib- 

foundations are placed in the frames, | val io the aes do ae a an 
and tie ebeeeseccepe them eiily when ask your friends to subscribe. As this 

made of pure beeswax, aud thankful for | re ws ony Des ener pene i 

that much of a start go at once to work | ayes Vell ote ais naga 

to lengthen out the cells and fill them) ellie tneaize diyae tices Seer 
t se oa sys) . o a 

with honey. With the ueilization of [@" We are in receipt of a book en- 

broken combs for these foundations the | ,- > oy f ; ae titled the Bee Keepers Handy Book, by 

ae : ae eo i ated Mr. Henry Alley, of Wenham, Mass., 
e ‘ae 8 a ET eeeneBSets Me hile the | 7, i, gotten up ina nice form, and is 
BzOS uction of honey 1s constantly on the complete in itself, Price $1.00 per 

ae ees \copy. Every bee-keeper ought to have 

Gaga et es te | ON 
erak ces: r Gd 

AT : lana | The New England.Apiarian, published at 

New England Apiarian, Mechanic Falls, Me., is a handsome 24 page 
TERMS 7 CENTS PER YEAR ADVANCE | journal devoted to bee culture. It is well 

" . | printed and has as good a list of correspon- 

SENSU kno ei erat eee caret et ~~~ | dents as there is in America. Sample copies 

a __ Special Notices. __| free. Seventy-five cents per year.—Ameri- 

{= All articles for publication must can Bee Keeper 
Ronan = ies |S See ee ee 

reach us by the 5th of each month. | Honey Market. 

{= Articles for publication must be | Boston, Mass., April 5th, 1883. 
VTi ‘i : HONEY—1-2 lb, sections 30 cents; 1 lb. written on a seperate pape: s : erat ea ec items | tions 22 and 25 cents; 2 Ib. sections 20 

of business. jand 22 cents. Extracted, 10 cents per lb. 
ne | Good lots of extracted are wanted in kegs or 

{= Advertisements intended for the ae 
; e . r EESWAX—Our supply is gone; we 

AP TARIAN must reach this office by the} vaca none to quote. Fs 

5th of each month to secure insertion. Crocker & Buaxs, 57 Chatham St.
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Ord, Perry &. Bre, |: +0 S< Stendand 
DEALERS IN | 

2 money Extractor Italian Bees, : 
* ss () QUEENS, | “ap _Y 

ae | eg LER 
| Eun ge OD 

plarian supplies i eee , ae ee ee 
Se Aw ae iE a ce ea HONEY | fi : igs i ae i if ‘ap i 

at Wholesale ana. Retail. | eo te 

= Circular and Price List sent on4 ae Ye 8 = 

aplication. | eg ae a am | ce . a 9 ‘ : Le | MN esas No. 27 Centr ul St., | a a ’ Qo 

LOWELL, -- - mass. [jj ge 
Home Apiary, 218 Westford Street . | 2 
I a ee | lil: GaSe ae 

Those in waut of i : ‘ i Ui a le 
j i i Rinnai: 2 enn 

Sa) EG eee Ne Bees, Queens, | a yc 
Hives, Smokers, ete., ely h «i yy 

: | ee eee 
FOR THE SEASON OF 1883, | Le 

should not fail to address | This estractor contains many improvenerts > we Bee Mig haa the (lest: penrine eat 
BK. P. Churcinill whieh 4 hinged to'the ened asi ba Taried. 

ORT SUEUR wten | Pack in sucha way that ull the inside parts’ oF 
ij z f, | extrueto ay be instant ve Yr cleun- 

OS SERN Se Go crete [ng’ without removing screw or belt. “Both 
a a sides > may xtracted wi . 
FOR ONE DOLLAR, | moval from the whe basket o extracton! Agi 

We will send in addition to the Ansa~ MH POs enge moll ong veterans ny 
RIAN, one hundred Envelopes by mnil,  Ru,lReapiine Dem gah rea oy the end of the Rare er Rh et aie. Sons = benrneed a My ions Bre eae 

regs paid, No. 5, XX., in White, | thanmised by other makers. An Tho iron, Work 
7 Sha S i. is } about the inside purts is is leable 

Bull, 91 ie Shade, with return 0 ieom Wvlen will apt brea. ‘the gates are tinned 
a res f | All wire used 1 ese: chines ure ¢ i _iyour'address: pr inted’ upene them Seka fust proof material, "i dierent sizes vee 

| These Extractors k first emi S 
Le LOU WANT | onio, Michigan and Indianin State Fatis: ee Sen: 

sia being the only places they were ex- 

PRICES, 6,75 TO $18.00. JOB PRINTING mtereenrecen 
B nish these Extractors to my customers at manu- 

ofan y hind neturces prices, freight prepaid anywhere in the 

AG AGE fall tose ad ton prices eg- Address, for Illustrated Circular, ’ C8, | J 
ere ames B. Masom 

Apirian Office. BE eee 
es Dealer in Apiarian Supplies, 
Fine Work. Low Prices.} MECHANIC FALLS, - MAINE,
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ON arena : 
60 Years An Apiarist. Italian Queens! 

fo | \ / I make a speciality of 

: | Sy GG @ rearing Italian Queens. 
Those in want of Bees, or Bee Keepers Sup ME” No Cyprinns, or othes 

lies, should not fail to read our i A races of bees in my apia- 

23rd Annual Catalogue of ( ve Rty,,oF in the. neighbor- 
Full Colonies, | UY hood. For quality and 

ss ‘ | 4 purity, my stock of bees 

Neucleus Colonies, | j cannot be excelled. 

QUEENS, | I can supply Hives, 
AND _GENERAL———— lat very low rates, either in the flat, or 

Apiarian Sup plies j | made up singly or by the quantity. 

ill pause ll reheles Comb Foundation, Sections, Smokers, and 
by sending us your name and address | all kinds of Apiarian Supplies. 

. plainly written. | fgPSend for Illustrated Catalogue 

Our experience in breeding bees ex-| before purchasing your supplies. 
tends ov iod of fifty years. | 

ee a Re ee | James B. Mason, 
The first importation of Italians was 

placed under our care, since which time | MECHANIC FALLS, - MAINE. 

we-have made Queen‘breeding a spec- |e 

ialty, and have tested all the he Grape View Farm, 
races. Norru Paris, Marne. 

Our Catalogue tells you which we haye re- | es eae Te 
tained as most worthy of propagation. I Tv A L I A N B EK EK S ; 

Also the best method of introducing queens. FOR SALE. 

Sess Grape Vines a specialty. 
i] WA" ’ = 
Wm. W. Cary & Son,, All the leading kinds sent by mail 

Galoraine Mace peru of my ora plier : 

. ee | +00 strong vines and warrante 

The Pioneer Apiarians of New England. true to name, 
IF YOU WANT | Water Fowls, including 

| PEKIN DUCKS, the very best of lay- 
5k and TOULOUSE and EMDEN 

of amy kind, [GEESE the two largest kinds known. : 

: ; | ferPrices gi lication. 
do not fail to send for prices, kaa nee ee eo ee 

RE iy | ress ;— 

Apiarian Office. § Ww. w.DUNHAM, 
Fine Work. Low Prices. | Grape View Farm, North Paris, Me.
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